
 

Section 35.2‐13.4 (b) Staff Recommendation. Upon finding that the application is complete the City Planner 
shall prepare a report making findings and recommendations on the application and authorize notice to be 

provided in accordance with section 35.2‐13.5 (Notice and HPC Hearing). 
 

 
To:    Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) 
 
From:   Anne Leslie Nygaard, AICP  

Secretary to the HPC 
 
Date:  May 14, 2019 
 
Subject:  816 Rivermont Avenue Staff Finding 

 
Siding:  The Residential Design Review Guidelines state that siding such as asphalt previously added to a 
historic building is not compatible material and their removal and restoration of the original wood siding is 
highly encouraged. This project would be to restore the original siding and should be approved. 

 
Paint: The Residential Design Review Guidelines state that Queen Anne style houses should have tan, red, 
green or brown bodies and that trim and accents should be darker colors such as olive, salmon red, and dark 
brown. These guidelines have been questioned numerous times in the past and alternate paint schemes 
have been approved after consulting with commissioners. Specific colors were not submitted for all features 
in time for this application. 
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21.  SIDING  

POLICY:  

Exterior siding materials such as weatherboard, clapboard, shingles and board and batten 
cladding are essential components defining a building's architectural character. The 
concealment of original siding with vinyl, aluminum, or other synthetic sidings will not be 
approved. These siding materials do not successfully imitate the original siding dimensions 
or texture and there are potential structural problems inherent in the use of these materials 
on historic buildings. These materials may also not be cost effective compared to 
continued maintenance and painting of the original siding.  

Siding:  

A. of wood, stucco, concrete block, and brick exteriors original to a building should be 
repaired. Original siding materials should be replaced only where necessary.   

B. of shingles original to the building should be repaired rather than replaced. If 
replacement is necessary due to deterioration, the new shingles should match the 
original in size, placement, and design.  

C. of wood on front and side elevations facing or visible from a street which is deteriorated 
should be repaired or replaced with wood siding to match the original. Synthetic or 
substitute materials which effectively replicate the texture and appearance of wood (i.e. 
fiber-cement (hardiplank) will be considered for siding replacement of 
horizontal/clapboard siding for rear or side elevations.  

D. previously added to a historic building such as aluminum, asbestos, and vinyl are not 
compatible materials and their removal and the restoration of the original wood siding is 
highly encouraged.  

E. of synthetic or substitute materials such as vinyl or aluminum over original wood siding 
is not appropriate and their use will not be approved except to repair existing in-kind 
siding or on nonconforming structures.  .  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Siding materials such as wood shingles and weatherboard should be preserved and 
maintained (1407 Harrison Street). 
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Original siding should be repaired and 
repainted as necessary (503 
Washington Street).  

 

 

 

 

Wood Siding 

Vinyl or synthetic siding 

 

Hidden cracks 
and deterioration 

Potential area for 

condensation 

 

Original wood siding at 1000 Harrison Street.  

Wood deterioration can be accelerated by 
the application of synthetic sidings. 

Exterior materials such as stucco should be repaired as 
needed and preserved (2312 Rivermont Avenue).  
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Concrete block in rock-faced and ashlar finishes was also used in Lynchburg’s historic districts in 
the early 20

th
 century (2450 Rivermont Avenue).    
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13.  PAINT AND PAINT COLORS   

POLICY:  

Paint colors require review but most colors are readily approvable as long as they 
are not loud, garish, or incompatible with a building’s architectural style. Property 
owners are encouraged to select colors to highlight architectural details based on 
historic tradition for the building's type and style.     

Paint and Paint Colors: 

A.  should be appropriate for the preservation of historic structures. 

B.  should be in keeping with the architectural style of the building. 

Architectural Styles and Recommended Palettes 

Federal: 
Light colors were used for frame and brick dwellings built in this style. Trim typically 
matched the body color with accents such as shutters in contrasting darker tones. 
Body – White, Pale Yellow, Cream 
Trim and Accents – White, Cream; Black, Dark Green, Dark Brown, Dark Red. 

Greek Revival: 
These dwellings were also typically painted in light or pale shades with either matching or 
contrasting trim.  
Body – White, Off White, Pale Yellow, Light Gray, Pale Blue, Pale Green 
Trim and Accents – White, Dark Green, Black 

Gothic Revival: 
Gothic Revival dwellings were often painted in soft earth colors, especially gray. Trim was 
painted in a contrasting shade of the basic colors.  
Body – Pale Yellow, Light and Medium Gray, Light Brown 
Trim and Accents – White, Grays, and Browns 

Italianate: 
Warm earth tones were commonly used for this style of dwelling with trim in the same 
color in a slightly darker or lighter shade.  
Body – Cream, Browns, Grays, Greens 
Trim and Accents – Cream, Browns, Grays, Greens 

Second Empire: 
Similar to Italianate, this style also used warm earth tones with trim in the same color in a 
slightly darker or lighter shade.  
Body – Cream, Browns, Grays, Greens 
Trim and Accents – Cream, Browns, Grays, Greens 

Queen Anne/Folk Victorian:  
These dwellings had a diversity of colors using contrasts for the body and trim.   
Body - Tan, Red, Green, Brown 
Trim and Accents - Darker colors such as Dark Olive, Salmon Red, Dark Brown. 

nygaaal
Callout
c. Should be congruent with each other.
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Colonial Revival 
Light colors predominated for dwellings in this style.  
Body – Yellow, Light Gray, Light Blue 
Trim and Accents – White, Off-White, Cream 

Georgian Revival 
Light colors also dominated for dwellings in this style.  
Body – Yellow, Light Gray, Light Blue, Gray Blue 
Trim and Accents – White, Off-White, Cream 

American Foursquare 
As a variation of the Colonial Revival style American Foursquares generally had simple 
color schemes with one color for the body and one color for the trim. Light colors 
predominated for dwellings in this style.  
Body – Yellow, Light Gray, Light Blue, Light Green 
Trim and Accents – White, Off-White, Cream 

Tudor Revival: 
Darker colors such as earth tones were used. Dark stains were also used in place of 
paint. Brick, stone, stucco and concrete were generally left unpainted.  
Body – Brown, Green, Gray, Dark Red 
Trim and Accents – Reds, Browns, Greens and shades of Tan  

Craftsman 
Craftsman dwellings with exteriors of brick were generally left unpainted as were those 
with exteriors of stained wood shingles. Frame Craftsman dwellings were generally 
painted in shades of gray or brown with dark trim colors.   
Body – Gray, Light and Medium Brown 
Trim and Accents – Dark Brown, Maroon, Dark Olive and Dark Green 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Removal of original paint and 
priming the wood surface helps 
to ensure a long lasting paint job 

(1102 Federal Street). 

Paint colors can be used to 
highlight architectural 

details (509 Cabell Street). 







816 Rivermont Paint Colors 

Front Door – Quite Coral 

Porch/step floor – Gray Shingle 

Top gable (roof gable over front door) – Yellow Jessamine 

Siding – Confederate Flannel 

Trim – Extra white 

Roof – gloss black? 

Roof Accent – copper / bronze 

Handrail – black 

Pickets – white 
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